
Way up high where the gods live[i]

Rubble piles,[ii] built forms 
Landscape anomalies
They moonlight as mountains
Elevation, emancipation, assent
Anti-monuments.
Hiding a city
Or healing a landscape.
Blindness and vision
And seeing is choosing.
Is feeling better?
Intimacy, proximity and sight, the forms become formless the closer you get[iii]
 
I wonder now about my trips up and down the mountains before I knew that they were not mountains
Landscape has a language that sometimes we can’t read
It can be extraordinary to traverse through so much time at once
As the object of my attention, I petition you, I will race you to the top
 
Stone is often equated with permanence
endurance, commemoration, monuments
The solid and the real[iv]

I miss the myths of safety and progress
Truth and timelessness
Carvings, communication, meaning, superiority
Commodity
Strategies to abate corporeality
Permanence is a myth, impermanence simply a spectrum
Stave decay, solidify a moment
 
Mountain architecture
A hill or a ruin?[v]

Built on slippery ground[vi]

It’s a landscape that talks about placement and displacement.
Also saying nothing
The reinscription of matter, with meaning, with matter, with memory[vii]

And looking at landscape as type of historical spatial collage[viii]

Parts and bits of lives, meanings and multiple temporalities enmeshed[ix]

 
Take a minute to reflect on intersections, separations and junctions[x]

The space between things counts
Matter and meaning as tangled, entangled, emergent and not applied[xi]

We leap the gap in microseconds[xii]

 
Life keeps proving it’s mutability
In dialogue, contingent, shifting, collagic, slipping
Language, like landscape, like life, is a slippery thing[xiii]

Language is material, and material is mutable
Meaning is indeterminate
Flips, shifts and mirrors
Language is always on the move. 
 
Black spot, small, in an eye
It’s either the spotlight or the blind spot,
And then there is the reflection
And a case made for and against the action of seeing and not seeing
To blind and be blindsided 
I look to curtains, cloaks and veils for answers
And I find myself waiting for distance and weight to clear from above
 
Mountain forms speak of the earth’s beginnings, the lithic, endurance[xiv]

We understand them as beyond time
My cognition oscillates between different and counter states of comprehension
Across the monumentality, transience and impermanence
I seek understanding
It slips
It vibrates
There is a feeling of joy
And of horror
It’s dust all the way down
You could think of the world as this
 
I was drawn to the liminal status of the Trümmerberg
Neither geologically formed mountains yet mountain like in presentation. 
A pile but more than a pile and made of materials that more than likely were once mountains
Stone, structure, would be architecture
 
Sometimes I wish the world was an organised known
Maintenance stills things for a moment
But, all is collapsable, expendable
There seems to be no resting point
I see through my sight lines
The dust is always swirling
Only movement and a hum of things shifting[xv]

 
The logic of the pile[xvi]

A cluster of things
We could think of them as archives
Precision formality
Disintegrated human hierarchies
Connections, arrangement, proximity, relationship
As if to prove the tenuousness of the world to myself again
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[i]Ascending a mountain has often been equated with a religious experience. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen states ‘mountaintops are 
the conventional dwelling places for gods, sites for ascension or revelation’ (Stone: An Ecology of the Inhuman, p.54)
[ii] Trümmerberg translates to rubble-mountain and is a German colloquial name for the nine piles of rubble situated around 
Berlin constructed from the debris of World War One.  The piles are often located in pubic parks, now forested and act as sites 
of pleasure and recreation. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schuttberg)
[iii] Rebecca Solnit speaks about encountering a mountain and the role proximity play in this – that we can only ever engage 
with the form of a mountain from a distance.  “When we are attracted we drawn near; when we draw near the sight that attract-
ed us dissolves” (Wanderlust, p.137-8)
[iv] “The function of the lithic in philosophical discourse is therefore to embody the fixed, the given, the resolutely factual.” 
(Stone: An Ecology of the Inhuman, p.28)  Cohen talks about stone acting as a metaphor for the real (p. 28 – 31) and explores 
the manifestation and articulation of these ideas through human history.
[v] Brian Dillon states “ruins embody a set of temporal and historical paradoxes. The ruined building is a remnant of, and portal 
into the past; it’s decay is a concrete reminder of the passage of time.” (Ruins, p.11)
[vi] Metaphorically speaking as the mountains were constructed in post war Berlin, but also geographically and environmentally 
speaking. Berlin is situated on a swamp.  The mortar from the fragments of the old buildings contained within the Trümmerberg 
piles is leaking and poisoning the groundwater that the city subsists on.
[vii] Dylan Trigg talks about memory embodied in landscape and materiality as “as an understanding of memory as being both 
present and absent concurrently.” (The Memory Of Place, p.71)
[viii] I utilise a definition of landscape as articulated by Dianne Harris in her text Self and Landscape.  She defines landscape 
not as something separate and seemingly untouched by humans but as “a physical phenomenon with specific contours that 
are shaped and reshaped by natural and cultural processes…to mean everything that sits in and grows out of the surface of 
the earth including buildings: gardens … agricultural fields, transportation networks, patterns of development, dwellings, public 
parks and plazas, religious and ritual sites, the inscription of pilgrimage, trade networks, and the demarcation of the movement 
of people across the earth, and more.” (Landscape Theory, p. 188)
[ix] Do not be tricked by your perception of time.  Ideas regarding permanence and the world as material resource are hinged 
on a particular human conception of temporality.  Jeffrey Jerome Cohen articulates that if humans could conceive the age of 
the world, stone would not look so solid.  Furthermore this temporal perception has ecological repercussions: “the ethics of 
scale mandate a cautious living with, that looks deep into time, that stresses enduring eco material affinity and rejects the de-
valuation of matter as self-evident asset, inert commodity or resource for extraction.” (Stone: An Ecology of the Inhuman, p. 41)
[x] I’m interested in Elizabeth Grosz’s ideas regarding architecture and the framing of the world, particularly when she speaks 
of the frame, be it the spaces of architecture, gallery or canvas, as a thing that intensifies and distills materials removed from 
their usual context.  (Chaos, Territory, Art, p. 1-24)
[xi] Karen Barad’s ideas regarding quantum physics, moving beyond (or through?) discursive representationalism and her 
conceptions of the entanglement of matter and meaning have been particularly helpful to this project  (Meeting the Universe 
Halfway, p. 1-94)
[xii] Meaning that metaphor creates a gap or a space that we cross, and we cross this faster than we could pages of didactic 
description.  We understand without understanding how we do.
[xiii] “If language were liquid It would be rushing in Instead here we are In a silence more eloquent Than any word could ever 
be These words are too solid They don’t move fast enough To catch the blur in the brain That flies by and is gone.” (Suzanne 
Vega, Language, 1987)
[xiv] (Cohen, Stone: An Ecology of the Inhuman, p. 39-47)
[xv] The mysterious global hum that everyone’s been talking about (https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/mar/16/can-you-
hear-the-mysterious-global-hum-apparently-many-of-you-do?)
[xvi]  I aminterested in the Sorites Paradox, when does a pile stop being a pile? The paradox brings the uncertainty of boundar-
ies, intersection and the shifting of matter and therefore meaning, into question. (https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/sorites-par-
adox/)




